The Halloween Tree is an animated feature voiced by Leonard __
Movie was a comedy directed by Keenen Ivory Wayans.
The __ Family: Pugsley, Gomez, Morticia and Uncle Fester
In the __ Bride, Victor must escape the Land of the Dead
Night of the __ takes place in a mortuary
Sleepy __ features Johnny Depp as Ichabod Crane
1977's The Amityville __ launched an entire film franchise
All Hallow's Eve: Don't watch VHS __ from strangers
Para__ defends Blithe Hollow in this animated adventure
1993's Hocus Pocus starred Bette Midler and Sarah Jessica __
House of 1000 Corpses was directed by Rob __
Bram Stoker's__ has made several movie appearances
The Halloween series describes the hunt for serial killer __ Myers
__ House is an animated house that scares the neighborhood children
It's the Great __, Charlie Brown is a classic from 1966
Paranormal __: What happens while you sleep?
__ starred Dakota Fanning and was based on the Neil Gaiman
The _____ franchise was created by Sam Raimi
Pet __ was based on the best selling Stephen King novel
The screenplay of 1982's __ was by Stephen King
Trick 'r Treat features Sam, an enforcer of __ traditions
Pooh's __ Halloween Movie may be a good choice for the kids
The __ Before Christmas is a Halloween and Christmas classic
Poltergeist was produced by Steven __ and Frank Marshall
The _____ Project was a wildly successful independent film
Frankenweenie is a Disney movie about a __ pet
__ stars Michael Keaton as the namesake character
The 1931 version of __ starred Boris Karloff as the monster
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